Illegals Filmed Jumping Over
US-Mexican Border Fence While
Reporting on Trump’s Proposed
Wall
San Diego: A reporter covering prototypes of Trump’s proposed
border wall unexpectedly caught a group of illegal border
jumpers hopping over the existing fence. The Border Patrol
agent being interviewed says it’s just another day at work
fighting the never-ending battle to secure the nation’s
southern border. -GEG
An MSNBC reporter recently received a real world lesson in why
President Trump’s promised border wall is crucially important
to stop illegal immigration along the U.S.-Mexico border.
A reporter covering prototypes of Trump’s proposed border wall
taking shape near San Diego, when the interview was
interrupted by a group of “migrants” hopping over the existing
fence.
“What happened?” the reporter shouted as a group of agents on
horseback move in to nab the border jumpers. “The people are
crossing!”
“Almost on cue, a group of asylum-seekers, migrants not from
Mexico, jumped over the existing fence to turn themselves in
to border agents on horseback,” the reporter narrated.

“It’s like, a small group of three people jumped over in the
middle of the day,” he told a border patrol agent he was
interviewing. “There’s a girl there in a pink backpack. Can
you explain to me what’s going on?”
The agent said it’s just another day at work fighting the
never-ending battle to secure the nation’s southern border.
“This is the reality of every day border enforcement. The
United States is still the draw, the ultimate draw, for people
that have dire situations where they’re at,” the agent said.
“We’re going to continue to witness this. It plays out on a
regular basis for us,” he said.
“And it did here just now,” the reporter replied.
Virtually every day the U.S. Customs and Border Protection
issues media advisories detaining the unsuccessful efforts of
smugglers to ferry people, drugs, weapons, money and other
items across the border. Many more are successful.
But data shows Trump’s comments about cracking down on illegal
immigration is already having a big impact. He pointed out in
an interview with the Associated Press this spring that
apprehensions along the southern border, an often used measure
of illegal immigration, is at the lowest levels in 17 years, a
statement Politifact confirmed is accurate.
“Experts have told us that Trump’s rhetoric has played a role
in deterring illegal immigration, perhaps more so than his
newly issued policies, which may take longer to implement on
the ground,” Politifact reports.
Construction crews are currently erecting eight roughly 30foot-tall prototypes for the president’s border wall in a
remote section of the border near San Diego, where at least a
half dozen illegal immigrants have been arrested while
attempting to cross amid the construction, according to

National Public Radio.
The prototypes currently include four made of solid concrete,
four made of steel and concrete and one topped with spikes.
Read full article here…

Las Vegas Security Guard
Jesus Campos Drove to Mexico
Days After Shooting
Tucker Carlson received a leaked document allegedly showing
that security guard Jesus Campos, the only witness to the Las
Vegas shooting, entered the US at the San Ysidro crossing in
San Diego County seven days after the attack, indicating he
had left the US shortly after the attack. He is said to have
been shot in the leg and sustained a serious injury – yet he
was able to drive, round-trip between Las Vegas and Tijuana? GEG
Tucker Carlson dropped a bombshell report Wednesday night
about the ‘hero’ security guard in the Las Vegas mass-shooting
on October 1 that killed 58 people and wounded over 500 at the
Route 91 Harvest Festival country music concert attended by
22,000 fans that night. Jesus Campos, according to a Customs
and Border Patrol log leaked to Fox News, entered the United

States at the San Ysidro crossing in San Diego County seven
days after the attack. It was not readily known when Campos
left the U.S. for Mexico following the shooting. Carlson said
the union representing Campos said they were aware of the trip
and that it was pre-planned. Carlson said Campos crossed the
same border post in January driving his own vehicle.
Carlson was shocked that authorities allowed the only
eyewitness to the Manadalay Bay massacre to leave the country
while it was still thought that the shooter Stephen Paddock
may have had an accomplice and why it took a leak of a
government document for the public to find out.
Carlson also wondered how a man who was supposedly shot in the
leg by an AR-15 could drive 700 miles just days later, among
many questions Carlson has about Mandalay Bay and why it is
keeping such a tight grip on Campos.
Read full article here…

ISIS Soldiers from Europe Are
Scamming Welfare to Fund
Terrorism in the Middle East
A new Danish study shows that 20% of French Islamic State
jihadi fighters have been collecting social benefits from
France to help finance the terror group. A total of $583,200
over the past 5 years has gone directly from the French

taxpayers to the terror group. ISIS members from Europe have
developed several welfare scams to obtain money while they are
fighting in the Middle East. Nearly every person who left
Sweden to fight for terrorist groups in the Middle East
received welfare. -GEG
Some 20 percent of French Islamic State fighters have been
collecting social benefits from France to help finance the
terror group, newspaper Le Figaro reported Thursday.
Jihadis have claimed unemployment benefits and family
allowance for years while living in Syria. Over the past five
years, some 500,000 euros ($583,200) have gone directly from
the French taxpayers to the terror group, according to the
report.
Investigators
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fraudulent withdrawals by jihadis in 2016 alone. At least 210
people received the money after family members withdrew cash
at employment centers across the country.
“Armed with their cards and photos, the parents were able to
access the funding from the Unemployment Agency or the Family
Allowances and send it to combat zones, mostly via Turkey,” an
investigator told Le Figaro.
Other European countries have uncovered similar problems.
Close to every person who left Sweden to fight for terror
groups in the Middle East received welfare, according to a
government report.
A study of 300 Swedish citizens who fought in Syria and Iraq
between 2013 and 2016 shows jihadis are getting increasingly
good at getting away with welfare fraud. The individuals often
use a person in Sweden to handle paperwork and create the
illusion that they’re still in the country.
“It’s not surprising, we’ve seen the same pattern in other
countries,” Magnus Ranstorp, one of the authors behind the
report, told state broadcaster SVT. “What’s most surprising is

that close to everyone received it in some form. The oversight
process needs to get better.”
Read full article here…

Mainstream Media Spent 1,000
Minutes Reporting Alleged
Trump-Russia Collusion But
Ignored Proven Clinton-Russia
Uranium-One Collusion
The Media Research Center tracked evening-news coverage of the
Trump administration and found that, from Inauguration Day,
January 20, through October 20, these broadcasts aired 1,000
minutes discussing Russia’s alleged attempt to boost Trump in
2016. In comparison, ABC was the only mainstream evening news
outlet to mention the Uranium-One story that implicates
Hillary Clinton and the DNC in serious crimes. During the
first week after the story broke, which is when stories
receive the most coverage, it received a total air time of
twenty seconds. -GEG
Corrupt Mainstream Media Strikes Again!

The liberal media has been reporting
endlessly on the Trump Russia witch hunt.
And after 8 months they have unveiled NOTHING that proves the
Trump administration colluded with Russia to win the 2016
election.
Trump has posted several tweets on the Democrat-media historic
witch hunt.
This is the single greatest witch hunt of a politician in
American history!
— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) May 18, 2017
You are witnessing the single greatest WITCH HUNT in American
political history – led by some very bad and conflicted
people! #MAGA
— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) June 15, 2017
The liberal media has spent 1,000 minutes on the phony TrumpRussia collusion story.
But now that The Hill published information about Russian
efforts to infiltrate the American uranium industry,
including $31.3 million in payments to the Clinton Foundation,
as well as a $500,000 speaking fee delivered to Bill Clinton
personally, the media is silent.
The liberal media has only devoted a total of 20 seconds on
the Hillary-Russia scandal.
Read full article here…

